
 

Super Latex Cola Drink (Half) by Twister Magic -
Verschwindende Cola Flasche

George Iglesias and Twister Magic are proud to present the world the New Super
Latex Line of vanishing bottles.

Ten years ago, they put in the market a very innovative line of vanishing bottles
sealed to contain liquid inside. After many years they have improved the formula
to get a better material with new advantages:

Modern and very realistic lookalike appearance.
Maintenance free.
Sealed for liquid.
Collapse very small, fitting in your fist to 1/10th of his original size.

The New Super Latex Cola Bottle (Half version) is the top of the line, is a
bottle that will allow you to do several tricks, you will be able to vanish a bottle
"half full" of liquid and even better you will be able to transform the bottle into
many other objects.

The New Super Latex Cola Bottle (Half) is precisely made out of two pieces
that fit to perfection, the bottom part is a loading compartment designed to
conceal any load or items to be produced. The top part is sealed for liquid to be
able to show the bottle full and pour out the top content on a glass.
You will learn 12 different routines, and of course the limit is your imagination, as
soon as in your hand, we are sure you will come up with even more ideas to
perform. Load anything inside of the bottle and make it appear at any time. You
can show the bottle a few inches away from your spectators... Is that realistic!

EFFECTS:

1.  Vanishing a Cola bottle half full of liquid
2.  Cola to Fanta
3.  Cola to Beer
4.  Cola to Candies
5.  Cola to Tequila Shot
6.  Cola to Rope
7.  Cola to Silks or Streamers
8.  Cola to M&Ms
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9.  Cola to Watch
10.  Cola to Ring
11.  Cola to Cookies
12.  Cola to Confetti

And many tricks more that you can perform!
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